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The True Heroes
2019 © William Young
If you are familiar with my work, if you have read anything that I have ever written, you know
that I spend a lot of time talking and writing about the difficulties of being a Correctional
Officer, the things that cause us stress, and the challenges that we face when we’re outside in
the real world. You also should know that in my very modest and humble opinion, I consider
Correctional Officers heroes. They are heroes for the job that they do day in and day out,
without proper acknowledgement or public recognition. But today I’d like to recognize another group of individuals, another group of unsung heroes. I want to use my soapbox to
acknowledge the hard work and dedication of our spouses.
I’ve been with my wife for almost twenty years, long before I pinned on the badge and started my correctional career. During that time she has watched me change. She has witnessed
firsthand what a constant stream of stress and trauma can do to a person. She has watched
this job darken my worldview, making me cynical and angry and less trusting of people.
See, I am a jerk—A LOT. I am tired—A LOT. I am worn out—A LOT. And some days, simple
decisions and discussions about dinner and the weekend and what color should we paint the
house are too much for me to participate in because I’ve been answering questions all day,
because I’ve been solving everybody’s problems all day, and I no longer want to participate in
anything that requires me to make a decision of any kind.
See, my wife takes care of everything when I’m inside the walls. And while I work hundreds
and hundreds of hours of overtime, she is at home for hundreds and hundreds of hours by
herself, raising the kids, helping with the homework, planning vacations, and paying the
bills. How unfair is it for her to not have a husband or a partner to share those kinds of things
with?
My wife has always been a strong and independent woman, but she has had to become even
more so because I’m not there. Not because I don’t want to be there, but because I’m in jail.
(Continued on page 2)
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I’m not there because I am working sixty or seventy hours a week and then when I get home I have to jump right in the
bed because I have report back to the facility in less than seven hours.
And I think that she understands, but it does come up, her frustration does surface. And then we argue because the
truth hurts. It hurts that she has had to learn to live without me. And it hurts that she doesn’t need me around anymore.
And it hurts and there is some guilt, because I’m guessing that when she was little and she was imagining what her life
would be like and she was daydreaming about her knight in shining armor, I’m guessing that she wasn’t daydreaming
about marrying a Correctional Officer that would never be home. I’m guessing that she didn’t foresee dating some
mildly handsome super funny guy that would eventually become an angry, irritable recluse.
It takes a special kind of woman, a strong, tough, determined woman to support a mess of a human being like myself. And I think a mistake that we often make as Officers is we isolate ourselves from our support network. We shut
down and we don’t talk and share the things that bother us. And we do it all in the name of protecting them.
And I think what happens in a lot of relationships is people get upset and they don’t talk about it. I was upset when my
wife told me that she doesn’t need me there anymore, that she doesn’t need me to do the things that normal husbands do because she’s had to learn to do them on her own because I’m never home. Hearing that was like a punch in
the gut. But she’s right. I know that she’s right. And I had a choice, I could’ve gotten mad and upset and thrown my
hands up and said, “Fine, find somebody that will help you do those things.” I could have thrown myself a pity party
and said something silly like, “What am I supposed to do? I work all the time.” But I didn’t. I listened to her and it hurt
and it stung and it still stings because she’s right. She doesn’t need me but she does WANT me to be there, she wants
me to be there and to participate. She’s committed and dedicated as am I to our relationship and whatever happens,
come hell or high water, we will figure this thing out together. I’m lucky in that aspect; I’m blessed to have her.
Over the years we’ve watched several relationships around us crumble and yet here we are and that has nothing to do
with me. It has everything to do with her and her patience and her dedication and her understanding.
Look, being a correctional officer is tough, it’s very mentally and emotionally taxing, but being the spouse of a correctional officer is even tougher.
I sometimes tease my wife because she doesn’t read my articles but the other day I asked her why. I asked her and
she said that she doesn’t read them because she is already worried about me, she is already nervous and anxious, and
she said that if she read my articles and saw my feelings in print, it would be too much. She told me that she couldn’t
shoulder that weight and it made me think.
And it’s crazy because this conversation made me realize that in the past when I’d get into my routine, when I’d be
putting on my boots and my belt and my badge, preparing myself emotionally and mentally for the day, I never once
thought about her and the fact that every time I leave the house she worries about me. Looking back, I guess I never
thought about it because I couldn’t afford to think about it. (I will think about it now though.)
So, this week, I want you to take a minute, and I want you to talk to your spouse or your partner or your significant
other and I want you to give them a great big hug and tell them that you appreciate their love and their support and
that if it wasn’t for them you would’ve given up a long time ago.
Hug them and tell them that you love them and that they are your hero.
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Insufficient Sleep and Mental Health
Symptoms
2019 © Caterina Spinaris
Sleep is a non-negotiable biological necessity that affects brain function and physical health. (For more information,
see The Power of Restorative Sleep, by Kirsten Weir, in the May 2018 issue of the Correctional Oasis.)
In a recently reported study1, insufficient sleep was also found to be strongly associated with a wide array of mental
health symptoms among college students, including varsity athletes.
And this association showed a dose-response relationship between insufficient sleep and reported mental health symptoms. That is, with each additional night of insufficient sleep, risk for depressed mood was increased by 21%; for hopelessness and anger, by 24%; for anxiety and desire to self-harm, by 25%; for functional problems, by 28%; and for
thoughts of suicide, by 28%.
Data on 110,496 college students, including 8462 varsity athletes, were gathered from the 2011–2014 waves of the National College Health Assessment, and the statistical analyses controlled for age, sex, race/ethnicity, survey year, insomnia and depressed mood. Insufficient sleep was measured by the number of nights that students reported that they did
not feel rested upon awakening. Mental health symptoms were measured by the number of symptoms reported during
the prior month.
These findings are highly disturbing and definitely relevant in the case of corrections professionals. In some jurisdictions
custody staff work mandatory overtime shifts 2, 3 or even 5 times weekly, for months and even years on end, severely
affecting their ability to get more than 3-5 hours of sleep per day. Moreover, changes to shift schedules result in irregular
sleep routines, which can affect staff’s ability to fall and/or stay asleep.
This study raises some hard questions in relation to corrections.
If insufficient sleep has such a detrimental and cumulative impact on young, healthy adults’ mental well-being, how
much more might the mental health of perhaps not so healthy middle-aged corrections staff be affected?
How might mental health be affected when insufficient sleep is coupled with the consumption of large amounts of alcohol or binge drinking2—both of which affect brain functions?
What role might insufficient sleep play in a corrections officer’s outburst of anger or excessive use of force at work?
What role might insufficient sleep play in corrections officers’ elevated rates of depression, anxiety and suicide?
These are all serious and pertinent issues that must be addressed.
1

Ramsey, T., Athey, A., Ellis, J., Tubbs, A., Turner, R., Killgore, W. D. S., Warlick, C., Alfonso-Miller, P., and Grandner, M. A. (2019). Dose
-response relationship between insufficient sleep and mental health symptoms in collegiate student athletes and nonathletes. SLEEP, 42 (Abstract Supplement): A362.
2

According to the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, binge drinking is defined as men consuming 5 or more drinks or
women consuming 4 or more drinks in about 2 hours, bringing a person’s blood alcohol concentration [BAC] to 0.08 grams percent or
above.)
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Implementing Trauma-informed Practices
2019 © Susan Jones, Ph.D.
I was recently talking to an officer in the Midwest who told me about a new program that her system was implementing, Trauma-informed Practices. She had just gone to training so that she could be a “change agent.” We talked
about the concepts that she was taught and we talked about the working conditions in her agency. Two important
pieces of information arose: first, the trauma informed care program focused only upon the inmates’ past lives with no
mention of the trauma histories of the employees; and second, the employees in this agency were working in excess of
70 hours a week, routinely, just to cover the shifts. My reaction to her announcement that they were implementing
Trauma-informed Practices was, “No, you aren’t.” She was shocked, so I went on to justify my statement.
The implementation of trauma informed practices in ANY setting that doesn’t focus upon all individuals in the environment cannot succeed. I am not suggesting that we hold group therapy meetings with employees to allow them to process their stuff. I am aware of the corrections culture and I know that a workplace therapy session is not practical.
What I am suggesting is that the conversation must include the trauma histories of our staff. These trauma histories
involve events that occurred prior to their employment in corrections and during their employment. Using this type of
platform to broach the idea that our employees are not immune from trauma and that they too may be reacting from a
trauma perspective only makes sense. It also encourages corrections people to start using the word “trauma” instead
of brushing off our day to day events as “just part of what they pay me for.”
Even if an agency implements trauma-informed care with an understanding of the impact trauma has upon their employees, you cannot seriously expect to implement a program that requires attention and buy-in from all staff when
these people are working unbelievable amounts of overtime. It won’t work. It can’t work. Trauma-informed strategies
are built upon the fact that staff are present and ready to do the work.
Employees who are working double shifts and/or shifts 7 days a week, particularly in a corrections environment which
is a DANGEROUS environment, are in survival mode. They are not eager and ready to engage with their clientele to
promote healing and reduce future criminal behaviors. I don’t care who you are, how young you are, or how much education you have to do this work, your body and mind can’t overcome the strain of this type of schedule to be engaged
in this type of program.
At the conclusion of my explanation I clarified my reasoning a little
further. I told the officer that her agency may be conducting training,
changing policy or programs, taking grant money for implementation,
and putting up the posters. But they are NOT IMPLEMENTING Trauma
-informed Practices.
They cannot implement this program with staff in survival mode.

This is a Facebook post that was emailed to us
on the 15th of July, 2019.
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Bedtime
By CO Ron Mason
It is dark. The twitches, the kicks, the shrugs, the mumblings, the flailing, the sweating, the swearing, the
punching, the wandering about the room.
I am asleep. I know not that these things occur, I have no memories of these events. I wake for another day of
work. I am rested, but a little tired.
**********************
“You look a little tired. My sleep, I try to rest. Your restlessness prevents my sleep. I worry. Are you okay? I
wake, what are you saying? Why? You are asleep. Not again. I want you to rest, but rest never comes. My love,
I want you to rest, I want to rest, yet I worry. What happened to you to cause this restlessness? I want to know.
I want to be there for you. What are you not telling me? What is happening to you? I am scared. But, I love you
and I care. I am here for you but I am growing tired with each night.”
**********************
How do we find rest?

Insights On Rest
By Charles Spurgeon
The bow cannot be always bent without fear of breaking.
Repose is as needful to the mind as sleep to the body.
Even the earth must lie fallow and have her sabbaths, and so must we.
Rest time is not waste time. It is economy to gather fresh strength.
A little pause prepares the mind for greater service in the good cause.
Fishermen must mend their nets, and we must every now and then repair our mental waste
and get our machinery in order for future service.
To tug the oar from day to day like a galley slave who knows no holidays suits no mortal man.
Charles Haddon Spurgeon (1834-1892) was an English Particular Baptist preacher.
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Share Your Story With Us!
As I mentioned in the July 2019 issue of the Correctional Oasis, we’re inviting you to send us parts of your corrections
story for us to post on our website.
We often do print staff stories in the Correctional Oasis, but having them on a dedicated page on the website would
provide a one-stop place for readers to sample correctional employee experiences.
Here are reasons why we’d like to post your stories:









Writing your story can have a comforting, and, some have said, even healing effect.
Knowing that others might benefit from reading your story can bring you a sense of satisfaction—that your experiences are found to be useful by others.
Reading such stories helps readers know that they are not alone in their struggles.
Through reading the stories we can learn about signs of struggles and about solutions.
Stories can inspire courageous actions to make positive changes.
By being real, such stories counter correctional staff’s “machismo”—the culture of toughness—and break the silence that can be deadly.
Readers can share the stories with loved ones to educate them about corrections work.

We’d like to post stories of recovery, improvement and positive changes, but we also ask that you write about your
corrections journey and where you find yourselves at this time. We invite you to send us your story at desertwaters@desertwaters.com, either anonymously, or with your first name only, with a pen name, or with your actual full
name. Family members can submit stories also.
We reserve the right to make edits to your material and to not post stories. And as a mandated reporter, if a writer
indicates that s/he is a threat to themselves or to others, I’ll do my best to try to locate that person to get them help.
And please omit all identifying information—agency, institution, staff and offender names, and any other identifying
details (other than your name, if you want it to be printed). If you include identifying information, we shall replace it
with X’s when we post it.

CF2F Overseas
We gratefully announce that Desert Waters’ CF2F
course is now being delivered
to corrections staff on three

continents:
North America (USA),
Africa (South Africa), and
Australia!
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Patient Safety and Correctional Nursing Fatigue
By Lorry Schoenly, PhD, RN, CCHP-RN
Janet was at the end of her third 12-hour night shift when it happened. She was giving the morning insulin at 4 am, as
she had done so many times in her 3 years at the prison. This time, however, she drew up and administered regular insulin instead of NPH to Inmate Russo. The error wasn’t discovered until after he had passed out in the chow line. Although he recovered with glucagon administration and had no permanent injury, Janet was devastated by the error and
is questioning her nursing abilities.
Correctional nurses work hard…and long…with many schedules based on 12-hour shifts. Considering the transit time it
can take to get to a remote prison location and the effort to pass through security and various sally ports, longer shifts
seem practical. However, research is growing to indicate that nurse fatigue can have a detrimental effect on patient
safety.
Research on the effects of nurse fatigue indicates that nurses working more than 12 hours a day are three times more
likely to make a patient care error. Additional research into nurse fatigue confirms that long shift length increases error, close calls, and decreased vigilance. This latter finding can have particular application in the correctional setting
where nurses must be vigilant, not only for patient safety but also their own safety in a secure setting. A study of shift
workers found that risk of accident escalated over time so that the risk of accident was 17% higher on the fourth
straight night of shift work.
According to the Joint Commission’s review of research on health care workers, the following outcomes have been
linked to fatigue:
 lapses in attention and inability to stay focused
 reduced motivation
 compromised problem solving
 confusion
 irritability
 memory lapses
 impaired communication
 slowed or faulty information processing and judgment
 diminished reaction time
 indifference and loss of empathy

Strategies to Reduce Nurse Fatigue

Education: Many nurses are unaware of the degree to which lack of sleep affects performance. We can start by
being educated about the issue.

Sleep Hygiene: Just like our patients, we, too, need to have good sleep habits for our health and for patient safety. Having a regular bedtime, getting at least 7 hours of sleep, and avoiding alcohol or caffeine near bedtime can
help.
(Continued on page 8)
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 Organizational Culture: Organizations can set limits on the number of shifts and hours worked by nursing staff.
Nurses can feel pressure to fill empty shifts to assist workmates or meet management expectations. This pressure
should be withdrawn and other measures sought to meet staffing needs.

 System Checks: Consider staff fatigue when performing root cause analysis for quality improvement purposes.
Implement second check processes for critical tasks to overcome fatigue-related error potential. Many traditional
health care settings require a second check on insulin administration like the one in our case study.

The Zones of Work
By CO Ron Mason
The Green Zone: Just doing your daily job and observing the routine movements around you, but aware.
The Yellow Zone: The event occurs, and the alarm is sounded, and you begin to respond. Your brain reverts to training mode and you just let your brain do what it is going to do. It propels you forward.

The Black Zone: You near the event. You see the event. Everything goes black.

The Orange Zone: You arrive at the event. The Black Zone disappears instantly and see what is occurring and act.
Your training commits you to resolving the situation.

The Blue Zone: The situation is resolved, and the adrenaline rush is over and you know the adrenaline crash is coming.

The Gray Zone: Long after the incident, you replay it in your head over and over and over. A never-ending newsreel
in your head. Did I do it right? Could I have done more to protect my partners? What would have happened if things
went differently? What if? What if……??? I just want to sleep through the night…

Desert Waters’ Books for Corrections Staff
“Staying Well: Strategies for Corrections Staff,” 3rd Ed., by Caterina Spinaris
“More on Staying Well: More Strategies for Corrections Staff,” by Caterina Spinaris
“Passing It Along: Wisdom from Corrections Staff,” Vol. 1 and Vol. 2
“Processing Corrections Work” e-book, by Caterina Spinaris and Gregory Morton
“When Home Becomes a Housing Unit,” by William Young
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Simple Respect
By Jim Carpenter
My short time with Nebraska Department of Correctional Services Cornhusker State Industries (NDCS CSI) working in
the woodshop was an eye opener. Here’s a short personal history: I have been a deputy sheriff reserve and a secure
transport agent moving inmates all over the country, so I had a bit of a preparation for working in a prison. So I
thought.
Actually working in the prison and with inmates is not bad with the right attitude and state of mind. Be friendly but not
a friend, firm, fair, consistent, stay on guard but don’t be jumpy, be observant, be professional, respect, make requests
not demands, and lastly remember that inmates are humans, people whose only difference from you is the consequences of their bad decisions. They are not beneath you.
I’d tell people where I worked and where I lived, and I always got asked how I could stand to make the daily commute.
Background: at the time I lived 70 miles from work. It took me 1-1/4 to 1-1/2 hours to get to work and then the same
back home. Occasionally I did have issues with such a long drive—vehicle breakdowns and weather—which caused me
to miss work or be late for work. Luckily I had understanding supervisors and coworkers. How could I justify to myself,
my family, friends and those that asked such a long drive for work? That’s simple. I loved my job/career. I was looking
for a job, and when I saw this one open it seemed like it was just made for me. My background with construction,
woodworking, security and corrections fit the entire package. My biggest regret with working in the woodshop was
that I was not supposed to do any of the work. If you knew me personally you would understand this easily. If you
came by my CSI Woodshop when I was there you might find me occasionally helping one of my workers or doing a
little something on my own. This helped me stay connected to the wood and more importantly to myself. The fact that
this was a state job with state benefits was a bonus to me.
When I worked in the woodshop, I was there by myself with 15 inmates on a daily basis. I could have as few or as many
as I deemed necessary. I have had up to 30 in the woodshop on overtime. During overtime I was the only employee in
the shop area. On a regular day there was a Shop Sargent who floated around , Laundry Supervisor and a Print Shop
Supervisor as well as myself in the shop area. The supervisors were basically alone with their respective roster of inmates. Other security staff could respond very quickly if an issue arose.
I got asked if I was scared or fearful or worried being alone with that many inmates with all of the tools or potential
weapons so readily available. I tended to laugh at that question. First of all, if I was scared or fearful or worried then I
definitely would be in the wrong career in the wrong place. I had control over whom I had working at the wood shop,
and because of that I got to choose those I felt comfortable with and who would be able to perform the tasks I assigned to them.
Even so, I made sure that I stayed on top of situations in my shop, and I watched and listened to all of the inmates in
the shop area. I paid special attention to things that were happening on the outside that involved any of my inmates. If
I felt that anything could cause a problem, I would give my inmate a “vacation” from work.
Inmates can be unpredictable no matter how good I kept the shop and advocated for better conditions. I trusted the
security staff, but I also made sure to have my outs. I had 5 safe zones throughout my shop that I could get to and lock
everyone else out of quickly and easily.
(Continued on page 10)
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Also this was a woodshop so it was not noticed that there were wood “pieces” in strategic spots in the shop. Tools were
checked out every morning and extra tools were checked out throughout the day. Every night tools were checked in and
accounted for. If a tool was missing the shop was put on lock down until the tool was found. I was the person issuing
tools and checking them back in, and that way I knew where they all were.
Issuing tools and checking them back in was another way to casually interact with the inmates, and know at all times
who had what where. This also allowed me to get a feel of everyone first thing in the day, and it did not seem odd or
suspicious when I walked through the shop during the day and asked where a tool was.
Now as to the rest of the facility I was in or any other facility, I walked through in relative ease. This stemmed from having the correct attitude and simple respect. Our attitude where we are normally assigned carries throughout the entire
facility and to some degree into other facilities. Simple respect—please, thank you, Sir or Ma’am—can actually earn you
respect and quicker compliance sometimes, and also defuse tensions.
And, in closing, here’s one more personal story.
While I was a Law Enforcement Officer Reserve I got called into the jail on my off time. Two deputies had arrested a gentleman and were dealing with him in booking, trying to get him to change into the jail uniform. The gentleman was argumentative and on the verge of being combative, especially about his shoes. I was called because I was easily available
and I was a “heavy’” in the department, meaning, if things went physical, I could contain and stop them in very quick
order.
I walked into booking at ease in street clothes with no identifying pieces other than my badge and my off duty holster
on my hip and assessed the situation. One deputy was in the changing cell with the gentleman and the other deputy was
doing the computer processing for intake. I could hear the deputy in the cell and the gentleman arguing about handing
over his shoes. The deputies saw me and the one in the cell stepped out and informed me of what was going on and
that they were having a hard time with the gentleman, and asked me to see if I could get anything done.
I stepped into the cell, looked the gentleman in the eyes, and in a strong, firm voice identified myself as a deputy and
said, “Sir, please hand over your shoes and clothes, so that I can inventory them and secure them in a locker. Then finish
changing and we will get you processed and into your cell.” The gentleman responded, “See! That’s how it is!” directing
this at the other deputies, and then said to me, “Here you are, sir. I’ll get finished.” I took the clothes and shoes he
offered me, and I told him “Thank you.” I handed the articles to the other deputy, and he processed them and secured
them. We finished up with the gentleman and both deputies were just shaking their heads.
The only difference between what the deputy did and what I did was that I called the gentleman “sir,” and I said
“Please” and “Thank you.” Simple respect.

DWCO’s Upcoming 2019 Colorado Instructor Trainings
From Corrections Fatigue to Fulfillment™ (CF2F) 23-27 September 2019
True Grit™ (TG) 14-18 October 2019
Correctional Family Wellness™ (CFW) 04-07 November 2019
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DWCO’s Research Services
Research is an important component of any organization’s operating procedures. Research helps organizations better
understand their current needs, implement evidence-informed action plans, evaluate the effectiveness of those action
plans, and make immediate adjustments in an ongoing cycle of improvement.

To be effective, your research needs to use current best practices and be designed to provide actionable results.
DWCO’s research team has a broad range of technical experience ranging from multi-million-dollar published research
to internal quality improvement efforts. With substantive knowledge in corrections, psychology, and public health, we
can help you develop sophisticated research plans that fit your capacities and directly inform your work.
DWCO offers a suite of customizable research services tailored to your agency’s individual needs, including:
 Surveys
 Interviewing
 Measure design
 Program design
 Program evaluation
 Quantitative and qualitative data analysis
 And more
Contact Dr. Caterina Spinaris at http://desertwaters.com/?page_id=3888 or at 719-784-4727 to learn more about
DWCO’s services and request a proposal. Dr. Spinaris will work with you to develop a set of research activities that efficiently answers your research questions and yields practical results that make sense for your organization.
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Many Thanks!
Thank you for blessing the work
of Desert Waters with your contributions!

Caterina Spinaris, PhD, LPC
Executive Director
431 East Main Street, P.O. Box 355
Florence, CO 81226
(719) 784-4727

http://desertwaters.com
Your gifts are tax-deductible.

IN MEMORIAM
CO A. J. Arqueza
EOW 16 July 2019

And a special THANKS to all article
contributors for this issue!
Individual donors: Anonymous donors, challenge coin donors, TC & Joellen Brown, Jeff & Connie Mueller, Arlene Pennington, Kevin & Robin Rivard, Harold & Carol Severson
Business donors: Elizabeth Gamache, LandShark Design,
LLC
Special thanks also go to: Cindy Baeta, Cathy Bergquist,
Joanne Bridgford, Nicole Brocato, T.C. & Joellen Brown, Jim
Carpenter, John Eggers, Lynn Gorski, Cheryl Groves, Robert
Chris Hendry, Susan Jones, Lorrie Keller, Stacy Lopez, Ron
Mason, Katherine Minnich, Jeff & Connie Mueller, Brent and
Lisa Parker, Stephanie Rawlings, Beau Riche, Jeff Rude, Patti
Schniedwind, Rachel Shelver, Eleni Spinari, William Young

San Mateo County Sheriff’s Office, CA

Quote of the Month

CO Gregory Cooper

“The 3 C’s of Life: Choices, Chances,
Changes. You must make a choice to
take a chance or your life will never
change.”

EOW 19 July 2019
Marion Correctional Institution, ODRC, OH

CO Sean Brown
EOW 20 July 2019
Garden State Youth Correctional Facility, NJ

Jodie William Dodds
Correctional Maintenance Craftsman

~ Zig Ziglar
DWCO Disclaimer
The views and opinions expressed in the Correctional Oasis are those
of the authors and do not necessarily represent or reflect the views and
opinions held by DWCO Board members, staff, and/or volunteers.
DWCO is not responsible for accuracy of statements made by authors.
If you have a complaint about something you have read in the Correctional Oasis, please contact us.

EOW 21 July 2019

Western Illinois Correctional Center, IDOC

CO Gary Burdett (retired)
EOW 22 July 2019
MADOC

To promote the occupational, personal and
family well-being of the corrections workforce through the provision of evidenceinformed resources, solution, and support.

